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Type Eng 
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CSC   Customer Symptom Codes   
Code Description 

ND 
Automatic transmission/Shifts rough or 
jerky/When downshifting 

NF 
Automatic transmission/Shifts rough or 
jerky/When engaging gear at standstill  

DTC   Diagnostic Trouble Codes   

Text 
Note! If using a printed copy of this Technical Journal, first check for the latest online version. 

 
DESCRIPTION: 

The driver may feel a harsh shift or jerk when the automatic transmission (AW TF80SC) shifts from 5th to 
4th gear at coast-down. The driver may also feel a rough or jerky engagement when the vehicle is at a 
standstill and the driver is releasing the brake to accelerate again. 

 
PRODUCT MODIFICATION: 
New sealing in transmission from chassis number 128042 . New adaptation functionallity in Transmission 
Control Module (TCM) service software (SW). 

 
SERVICE: 
If the customer's complaint is related to the 5-4 downshift, the shift point can be monitored with a Vida 
laptop to be sure the harsh shift is actually occuring during the 5-4 downshift. If the customer's complaint is 
related to the jerky engagement when the vehicle is standing still, verift that the vehicle is at a complete 
stop and then release the brake. For verified customer complaints, download TCM SW P/Ns 31380208 and 
31380207. BOTH PART NUMBERS MUST BE DOWNLOADED! If the car has a chassis number that is 
between 086037 - 119529 (original TCM hardware P/N 30751946 or 31342781) you must also replace the 
TCM with P/N 31312609 AND THEN DOWNLOAD BOTH PART NUMBERS. Only use these software PNs 
to remedy the symptoms above. This is not a TCM Upgrade. A TCM Upgrade will not include these 
software packages. 

SB-10043564-8153



After BOTH TCM SWs are downloaded, you must do an adaptation of the transmission in two steps. 

 
Step one (special adaptation instructions only for this TJ): 
a: Start the adaptation drive from transmission oil temperature of 40 degrees C. 
b: Perform repeated 5-4 coast downshifts without brake activated until shift quality is OK. Shortly after each 
of the 5-4 downshifts occurs, increase vehicle speed again to get back into 5th gear and repeat. 
c: Repeat step b also on other temperature areas. 

Note! The new adaptation functionality has split the temperature, only for 5-4 shifts, into 5 different areas: 
40-65, 66-73, 74-81, 82-89, 90-110 degrees C. 

 
It might take some time before all areas have been adapted for 5-4 coast down shifts. 

 
Step two (normal adaptation instruction): 
Perform basic adaptation of the transmission according to VIDA instruction from transmission oil 
temperature 66 degrees C. 
 
The customer should be notified that some shifts for the first few days may be harsh or delayed. 
The transmission will continue to adapt for the first few days after the vehicle is returned to the 
customer. 

  

VOLVO STANDARD TIMES GUIDE (VSTG) INFO: 

Operation number 36004-2: Software control module downloading - See VSTG 
Operation number 43715-2: Transmission Control Module (TCM) replace - See VSTG 
Operation number 98398-2: Test drive acc. to TJ25994 (5-4 coast down) - 0.6 hrs 
Operation number 43713-2: Automatic gearbox test drive/adaptation - See VSTG  
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